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.Good Evening
Montrose weather tonight:
Partly cloudyand coolwith a lowof
42°.
Saturday: Sunrise 7:18AM.Partly
cloudy and mild with a high of
58°, but with a new cold front
expected late Saturday. Sunset
5:45PM.
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Besselman: Sketching a city'sgrowth in progress
By Ed Martinez
From restaurateur to successful artist can
be a long trip, but not if your name is Steve
Besselman. Mter years of training in col-
lege and on the job training to learn the
restaurant business from the bottom up,
Steve Besselman turned his back on it and
walked away to become one of the more
accomplished artists in Houston.

Originally from St. Louis, Besselman
moved to Houston just five years ago.
From an unpromising beginning selling
.his drawings door to door for $25 each,
Besselman realized at the end of that very
first day that he had grossed $400. He
immediately began to do some quick men-
tal math and decided that the art business
was much more promising than the res-
taurant business had ever been. He's been
in. the art business ever since.

Besselman began his career by capital-
izing on a natural talent for drawing
buildings. The first one he drew gave him
his start. He made prints from that first
drawirig and went through the building he
had drawn selling prints of it to the
tenants. That first day was the one that
provided him with the $400, and decided
his future. He later sold the original for a
handsome price, and has been chronicling
the architecture of Houston in his draw-
ings ever since.
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Besselman's works are owned by some
rather impressive institutions and indi-
viduals, including the Princess Caroline
of Monaco, David Rockefeller, and the
Harris County Historical Association. He
sells mainly prints, but his originals also
sell well, and at prices that would draw
sighs of envy from almost any artist.
. Besselman's medium is graphite on

paper, and unlike line drawings, are
known by the artist as·full tone drawings.
The technique utilizes various tones of
graphite which blend into each other to
give an extremely lifelike, almost photo-
graphic, effect. The photographic feel is
heightened by Besselman's uncanny eye
for detail; and his draftsman's ability to
render those details in exquisite charios-
curo.

Besselman, and other artists like him,
whether photographic artists or those who
paint or draw a cityscape, do indeed per-
form a priceless service to a community,
particularly Houston. For if ever a skyline
or urban profile were changing with an
almost kinescopic.rapidity, that profile is
Houston's. It is almost axiomatic in Hous-
ton to tear down that which is not merely
old, but simply no longer new. Thus, when
a former resident of Houston returns after'
the briefest absence, he is always amazed
by the changes that have taken place in

St. Thomas University Administration.
Building.
the appearance of the city. And that manent value and that which is collecti-
includes almost every single area of the ble. Thus, he is able to support himself and
city without exception. devote his full energies to his art, sprout-

While chamber of commerce hypes and ing more drawings of Houston's many
city boosters might give a mighty cheer faces.
over this recurring occurance, those who Lately Steve Besselman has begun to do
would like to remember Houston as it is, or different types of drawings, notably .a
was, at any particular point in time are scene from the French Quarter of New
forced to rely on newspaper photo files. Orleans. These drawings take full advan-
Whether this is good or bad is not the tage of the strong sense of line and texture
point. What is significant is that Bessel- that Besselman has developed from his
man is portraying the growth of a city in architectural renderings, and promise a
progress, stopping the action, freezing it, new direction in the work of.an artist who
as it explodes onward in Houston's com- has already found and developed a metier
pulsive quest for size and bigness. of his own. Perhaps this new direction will

Furthermore, Besselman has begun to point to still further dimensions in a career
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St. Thomas University Administration.
Building.
the appearance of the city. And that
includes almost every single area of the
city without exception.

While chamber of commerce hypes and
city boosters might give a mighty cheer
over this recurring occurance, those who
would like to remember Houston as it is, or
was, at any particular point in time are
forced to rely on newspaper photo files.
Whether this is good or bad is not the
point. What is significant is that Bessel-
man is portraying the growth of a city in
progress, stopping the action, freezing it,
as it explodes onward in Houston's com-
pulsive quest for size and bigness.

Furthermore, Besselman has begun to
attract the eye of the collector and the
investor, ever keen for that which has per-

manent value and that which is collecti-
ble. Thus, he is able to support himself and
devote his full energies to his art, sprout-
ing more drawings of Houston's many
faces.

Lately Steve Besselman has begun to do
different types of drawings, notably a
scene from the French Quarter of New
Orleans. These drawings take full advan-
tage of the strong sense of line and texture
that Besselman -has developed from his
architectural renderings, and promise a
new direction in the work o(an artist who
has already found and developed a metier
of his own. Perhaps this new direction will
point to still further dimensions in a career
that has been so closely and permanently
identified with the city of Houston .



BESSELMAN

Antique Shop on.Sutter
. edition: 300 $5000

Besselman. Gallery

Galveston News Building
edition: 550 $4000

. 2617-A Grant

Old First" National Bank
Edition: 200$10000

. Houston, TX77006 522-6500
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